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requires some properties of the upper bound of a matrix A, denoted by \A\.

These properties are also available in von Neumann and Goldstine [9].

For a definite matrix A

\A I = Xmax.

For any matrix A and a vector B

\AB\<\A\ \B\.
Then, since

Y = C~lB = (A + = (/ + kA-^A-'B = (/ + lUt*r*X

it follows that

I Y\ < I (/ + kA~l)~l\\X\ = max

"max
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On the Numerical Solution of Elliptic
Difference Equations

1. Introduction. In recent years a considerable amount of progress has been

made in improving rates of convergence of iterative methods for the solution of

elliptic difference equations. The numerical solution of Laplace's equation in

rectangular coordinates in a unit square may be obtained by replacing the

differential system by a difference system over a rectangular network with mesh

spacing h, and then solving the resulting difference equations by an iterative

method. This problem is usually taken as a "model problem" in elliptic difference
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equations because the rate of convergence of iterative methods may often be

obtained precisely. Prior to about 1950 the number of iterations for given accu-

racy with various methods was about proportional to h~2. Richardson [1] pro-

posed a method with potentially greater rate of convergence, but gave no very

effective way for choosing the parameters required. In 1950 Young [2] obtained

a method called the method of "successive overrelaxation" and independently

Frankel [3] obtained his "extrapolated Liebmann" method, a special case of

successive overrelaxation, and his "second-order Richardson" method, later

shown by Riley [4] to be also a special case of successive overrelaxation, if

appropriate modifications were made. Shortley [5] obtained a method using

Tchebycheff polynomials which was equivalent to Richardson's method except

that the parameters required were obtained by a definite procedure. Young [6]

has analysed this method under more general assumptions about the matrix of

the system. In all these methods the number of iterations for given accuracy is

proportional to hr1.

It will be shown that further improvements in rate of convergence are pos-

sible. Under certain conditions there are methods in which the number of itera-

tions for given accuracy is proportional to hr? and even to h°. Specific examples

of the use of the new methods will be given.

2. General Description and Theory. Let our equations to be solved be

C'V = p. We normalize C, transform our dependent variables, V, and inhomo-

geneous part, p', by obtaining C = D~iCD~i, V = D*V, and p = D~ip', where

D is the matrix of diagonal elements of C and where the signs of our equations

C'V = p have been chosen so that the elements of D are positive. We assume

in all that follows that C is symmetric and positive definite, that C has what

Young calls property (A) [7], and that the rows and columns of C have been

ordered as in the extrapolated Liebmann method [3] (Young's ordering <r2 [8]).

Self-adjoint linear second-order elliptic partial differential equations may always

be replaced by difference equations in such a way that the preceding properties

are obtained (Young [9]).

The iterative sequence for the method of successive overrelaxation is

(1) F<<»+» = 7i<»>
j=l j'-i

(i = 1, 2, • • -,N; n > 0).

We define triangular matrices A and B such that A + B = aC and B = AT

— (2 — a)I. In terms of A and B, (1) becomes

(2) AV^+» + BV^ = ap.

In (2) A is the matrix which multiplies the "new" or "improved" variables in

the extrapolated Liebmann method, B the "old" or "unimproved" variables.

AT is the transpose of A. The difference, _E('!), between Fand F(n), i.e., the error

in iteration n, satisfies

(3) AEW> + 5£("> = 0,
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whence

(4)
£<«+» = A~lBE<nK

If the length of EM tends to zero as n tends to °o we say that the transforma-

tion A~lB is convergent f^lOl. The rate of convergence, Rk, is defined as — log K,

where K is the spectral norm (magnitude of largest magnitude characteristic

value) of A~lB [10]. Let X be the spectral norm of C — I, and let ß = 1 — X.

X lies in the range (0, 1) and may be evaluated for simple problems such as the

"model problem" mentioned in the introduction. Young [2] has shown that:

(a) K = \Ki\ where Kx - akK? + a - 1 = 0. (b) K = X2 when a = 1. (We

call a = 1 the Liebmann value of a.) If ß is small Rk = 2ß. For the model problem

with h small, ß = \-w2h2 and Rk = v2h2. (c) K = i<C(min) = ao — 1, when

a = <*o « 2[1 — (1 - X2)*] -r- X2. (We call a0 the "optimum" value of a.) If ß is

small /?x = 2^2~ß, and, for the model problem, R = 2irh. (d) For a > ao, all the

characteristic roots, i*C<, of A~YB have magnitude a — 1.

The above results were also obtained by Frankel [3] for the model problem.

So much for the ordinary extrapolated Liebmann method. We next consider

the following iteration process:

(5) AV(2n+1) + 5F(2"' = ap,

(6) 4rF2"+2) + 5rF<2"+1) = ap.

If we write (6) in "component" form we obtain

(7) yX2n+2)  =   yXin+V)  _ a Z cl7F/2"+2> + Z ^Fy<2"+» - Pi
l-i+l j=l

In order to solve (7) for F/2"+2) we must first solve for VN(2n+2\ then V^'t?, and

so on. Hence, if we think of (1) as representing the traversal of a network in a

certain order (corresponding to the extrapolated Liebmann method) then (7)

represents a traversal of the network in the opposite order (the ordering, however,

still corresponds to the extrapolated Liebmann method). Thus in the iteration

process (5), (6) we are going back and forth over a network. We will call (5),

(6) the method of symmetric successive overrelaxation. The error _E(2n), in (5),

(6) satisfies

(8)

(9)

and hence

(10)

v4£<2"+» + BE^ = 0,

£(2n+2) = A T BTA~1BEl2n).

Let T = AT 'BTA~1B. Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 1. The characteristic roots of T are real, non-negative, and less than

one for 0 < a < 2.
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a)I~\A-'lAT - (2 - a)/]

a)A-^[I - (2 - a)Arl2\AT

a)4-»][7 - (2 - a)A-iy}AT.

The quantity in braces in (11) is a semi-definite matrix (because it is a matrix

times its transpose) and T is the transform of this semi-definite matrix by a

transformation that leaves its roots invariant. Hence, the roots of T are real and

non-negative. We may easily show from Young's results that K < 1 for 0 < a < 2.

(10) may be regarded as composed of two successive linear transformations each

with spectral norm K. As two successive convergent transformations give a

convergent transformation, T is convergent for 0 < a < 2, and hence the roots

of T are less than one.

The foregoing theorem is just a generalization to a in the range (0, 2) of a

result obtained by Aitken [11] for a = 1. The method of proof is similar to that

used by Aitken.

Let the characteristic roots of T be Xt-, i = 1, 2, • • •, N and let the spectral

norm of T be Xt. We have:

Theorem 2. If a ^ ao, Xi ^ K2, equality obtaining if and only if the character-

istic roots of T are all equal.

Proof.

\A~*B\ ■ \A~lB\ = K2N

= \A~lTBT\ ■ \A^B\

= \T\
(12) 1 1

N

= n x„
i

Therefore, Max Xt- ̂  K2, equality occurring only if the X» are all equal, for other-

wise we could not satisfy K2N = LT.Xi- The first equality in (12) follows from

Young's result (d) above.

Corollary 1. If a ^ ao the rate of convergence of T is less than twice the rate

of A~lB.
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the definition of rate

of convergence. Hence we have proved that per network traversal (5), (6) con-

verges more slowly (except for the very special case where the X; are all equal)

than (2), i.e., back and forth iteration is less efficient than going just one way.

Let k = 1 — K and suppose that k is small. Then we expect that most of the

roots Xi will be grouped in a band about K2, for each root which is substantially

less than K2 requires many roots greater than K2 in order that (12) may be

satisfied. Hence we have the following rather loose corollary:

Corollary 2. If a > ao, if k is small, and if N is large, then almost all the Xi

lie in the neighborhood of K2.

For the ordinary extrapolated Liebmann method, we find a simple relationship

(Young's result "a" above) between K, the spectral norm of A~lB, and X, the

Proof.

(ID

T = A*~lBTA-lB

= AT"[A - (2

= AT'l{lI - (2

= AT~l{[_I - (2
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spectral norm of C — I. We would like to obtain a simple relationship between

Xi and X for then we could make an exact comparison of the rate of convergence

of the symmetric successive overrelaxation method with the ordinary successive

overrelaxation method. However, using standard methods which work for the

analysis of many other iteration methods, we find that we cannot even determine

\i for our model problem (section 4). Hence it is doubtful that Xi is related to X

through any simple equation. However, we can analyse the one-dimensional

Laplace problem (section 3) and also we can perform experiments on a computer

(section 3 and 4). This work leads us to the conclusion that the following assump-

tion is plausible:

Assumption 1. If we let our mesh-spacing, h, tend to zero, k and pn ==1 — 3tj

tend to zero at the same rate, i.e., k and pi are of the same order of magnitude.

We will assume that our assumption is true. Then we can construct an intera-

tion process which, for sufficiently small h, is superior to the extrapolated Lieb-

mann method. This iteration process is

(13) AVV»+» + B Vl2n) = ap

(14) ATV>^ _|_ BTV(2n+l)  = ap

(15) F<2"+2> = F'<2n+2) + co2„[F"!"+!> - F<2»>].

The <o2„ are numbers chosen according to a technique similar to that used by

Shortley [5]. Let E<2"> = V — F(2n), E'*" = V - V'""\ Then £<2»>, the error

at iteration n, satisfies

(16) AE^+v + BE^ = 0

(17) ATE'f'nn) + 5r£<2"+1>= 0

(18) £(2«+2> = E' ö"+!'+ co2n(£'(2n+!) - £(2"').

Expand £<2n) in the characteristic vectors, Ui, of the homogeneous linear system

(16), (17):

(19) £2„ = ZiC^Ui.

Then

(20) etV* = [Xi + ^(„-„(Xi - l)]ci<2»-2>

TO—1

= n [x. + w2„(Xi - i)>i«».

Let

m—1

(21) P„(X) = II [X + co2„(X - 1)].
n-0

-Pm(X) = 1 for X = 1. We may factor Pm(\) as follows:

m

n (x - a,)
(22) Pm(x)=^L-(

n a - a,)
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where co2y = A,-/(1 — A,), as may be verified by substituting into (21). If nothing

is known about the distribution of the X, except that they lie between 0 and hi,

then we let (cf. Shortley [5] and Young [6])

(23) Pm(x)=^l±*>,
Tm(a + b)

(24) Tm(x) = cos (racos-1x),     \x\ < 1

= cosh (m cosh-1 x), \ x | > 1.

Tm(x) is Tchebycheff's polynomial of order m. In the interval between a\ + b

= — 1 and aX + b = 1 the maximum value of Pm(X) will be 1/Tm(a + b). We

let a\ + b = — 1 when X = 0 and aX + b = 1 when X = Xi. We obtain a = 2/Xi,

2j — 1
b = — 1. The roots of Tm(x) lie at x = cos-t, j = 1,2, •••,»». We obtain

2m

for Ay,

(25) il,h(co,V±l,+ l).

Let l/Tm(a + ö) = rm. We call r the average spectral norm for the transformation

involved in going from £(2n) to E(-2n+2). The average rate of convergence is

Rr = — log r. Suppose that 1 — r is small and that m is large. Then

Rr
log

(26)    2 ~     2   8 I [rm(a + &)]»-

=   - 2 lOg {e-2A/^">}l/'» = ^

- - I teg

We compute i?r/2 instead of Rr to get convergence rate per network traversal.

Suppose that symmetric successive overrelaxation converged at the same rate

per network traversal as ordinary successive overrelaxation. Then for our model

problem we would have Rr/2 = 2^rh. We would not expect to obtain this rate

but according to Assumption 1 we should have RT/2 proportional to hK

Young [12] shows that for the ordinary successive overrelaxation (with

consistent ordering and a = cto) the error goes to zero as nKn not Kn. The operator

in (11) is diagonalizable so that in the new method the error goes to zero (on the

average) as rm not mrm which gives the new method an additional advantage,

especially when the accuracy to be obtained is not great.

From equations (8), (9) we obtain:

(27) AATE(-2n+2) - BTBE(2n) = 0.

and for a characteristic vector, £/,-,

(28) (AAT\i - BTB)Ui = 0

(28) is useful in analysing specific cases.
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3. Laplace's Equation in One Dimension. We have

V» - ci

(29) - \VV-X + Vp - $VP+1 = 0
VN = c2

Equations (13), (14), and (15) become:

(30) 7<"+1) -       - a^Vp"+l) - V? + *Vftt] = 0,

(31) Ff -       - <Q W -       + in(;T] = o,

(32) Vpn+2) = + <*lYf - K<»>],

with Fo and F/v equal to Ci and c2 wherever they occur in (30), (31), and (32).

When we work out equations (28) for this problem we obtain:

(33) üp—\Ui,p—i -\- bpUi:p -\- cipUi,p+i = 0,

where

(34) do = aN-i = 0,

(35) a = ap = -       + ^ (a - 1),   p = 1, 2, • • •, TV - 2,

(36) 6 = &p = (l + J)x* - (i + f ) +«(2 - «),   /> = 2,3, •••,7V - 1,

(37) 6i - \4i - 1+ o(2 - a).

We try as a solution to (33):

.  N - p
(38) {/<,„ = sin—ßiiri.

All the equations (33) have the same coefficients except the first and the last.

If any one of the intermediary equations is satisfied by (38) then all will be and

so will the last equation. We will also have:

(39) aUi,a + bUi.i + aUi,2 = 0

which may be combined with the first of equations (33) to obtain:

(40) aUi,0 + (b - h)Ui,i = 0.

We substitute (38) into the intermediary equations (33) and obtain for X,-,

a2
1 + — - a{2 - a) - (a - \)ati

(41) K =-,
a

1 + - - ah
4

99 *
where    = cos — /3<. It is convenient to introduce the following quantities:
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(42) m = 1 - \i

(43) Ti = 1 - U

(44) 5 = 2 - a

S2
(45) th - 7-

4«7i

With (42), (43), (44), and (45) in (41) we obtain

(46, „ - yJLj.

The boundary condition (40) becomes

a     N - 1
(47) & sin /3<« + - sin ——— ßfrt = 0.

We choose 5 so that £i = 1. We can show a posteriori that this gives closely

the optimum value of a when N is large for both (5), (6), and (2). We shall

assume N large and obtain an asymptotic solution for the m. First we consider

when i is small. Let ßi = 1 + e<. Then from (47)

(48)

We have 7,- = —— and so
2N2

S2   7i 1
(49) T— - = 5 -

(50)
a/2 + 2/V

Hence Cj is small for the first few values of i where the expansions used are valid.

We have pi = - and the successive values of m decrease as i increases, and

& rapidly grows small. Next we obtain a solution when £< is small. Let

ßi = y^Tl G + e<>' Then

TV a
(51) fc sin —— «'(1 + u) + - sin «'(1 + «<) = 0

(52) sin **{!+€<) = (- 1)%M|

(- l)»«&sm^—-Tt

(53) e< = -■-,   i* N -\.
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N
Hence /?,• is close to —-       for the larger values of i and so y< —► 2, £< —> 0,

and the m approximate 5 for large i so that we have a narrow band of roots from

a
1 - 5 to 1-M? « wpi 2

The approximation in (51) of neglecting e« in the first term to obtain (53) is

not valid when i = N — I, for then we have

(54) f>_! sin [7Vx(l + t*_,)] + I sin [(TV - 1)t(1 + e2V_0] = 0

and there is no real solution with < 1, when £.w_i is small. The last charac-

teristic value is obtained from

(55) Un-i,p = sinh (TV - p)ßN-X.

For this characteristic vector, tn-i = cosh ßx-i and ytr-i is negative. (40) becomes

(56) 52 sinh NßN_x + 2a2(1 - cosh ßN_x) sinh (TV - l)ßN^x = 0

and if ßtf-i is small,

(57) (52 - a2/32jv_i) sinh NßN^x + a2/3V-i cosh NßN_x = 0.

Let

(58) =     (1 + .).
or

Then from (57), (58)

,   , 5 cosh t 5
(59) e = - —— = -

a sinn it a

and when N is large so that 5 is small we can show that

(60) f&Jt =1-5

and so        = 1 and there is a single root close to zero.

R R
We obtain for —, Rk, and — -r- R*:

(61) y - Vi?

(62) 22» = 2wh

<■"*> ffi-^fw

The factor of improvement is not large unless A is quite small, N quite large.
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For this simple one-dimensional problem we can construct an iteration process

in which the rate of convergence is independent of TV. If we choose, for example,

4
co„ alternately equal to zero and-1, then the first co will damp out the error

36
with characteristic value near zero and the second will damp every term in the

band I 1 — 5; 1 — - ) by at least ^. Further by choosing a smaller value of £i at

the start, i.e., a larger value of a, we may increase the rate of convergence without

limit, but the o>„ also increase without limit so that the whole process becomes

unstable because of rounding error.

An example of this iteration process was tried on the IBM 701 computer [13].

TV was chosen to be 100 and Ci and c2 were chosen to be zero. A starting approxi-

mation of F(0) equal to 109 at all interior points was chosen. The wn were chosen

according to the scheme suggested in the preceding paragraph. Using the ordinary

extrapolated Liebmann method approximately 300 iterations were required to

damp the maximum error by 10~6. Using the new method 16 iterations (32 passes

over the network) damped the maximum error by about the same amount.

By using a polynomial derived from the Tchebycheff polynomials, as in sec-

tion 2, to damp the amplitudes of the error characteristic vectors with roots in the

band I 1 - 6; 1 - - 1 we could obtain an even greater factor of improvement.

We make this analysis of Laplace's equation in one dimension in order to

learn about the properties of symmetric successive overrelaxation, but not with

the expectation that this iteration method would actually be used for one-dimen-

sional problems. For one-dimensional problems direct Gaussian elimination

methods are most efficient [14].

4. Laplace's Equation in Two Dimensions. A detailed analysis of the model

problem mentioned in the introduction does not appear possible. We may obtain

equations (28) in explicit form for the two-dimensional problem without much

difficulty. We find that we can construct vectors composed of trigonometric and

exponential functions which satisfy (28) at all mesh points not adjacent to

boundaries, but then we find that these trigonometric and exponential functions

may not be chosen in such a way that the X,- are real and the boundary conditions

are satisfied.

The two-dimensional problem was investigated by solving a numerical ex-

ample on a computer [13]. A 30 X 30 network (including the boundary points)

was chosen for the problem of the square for which the optimum value of a is

a = 1.805. A starting approximation of F(0) = 109 was chosen at all interior

points and the boundary condition V = 0 was applied over the entire boundary.

The ordinary extrapolated Liebmann method required 110 iterations at

optimum a to damp the maximum error by 2.5 X 10~6. By iterating with the

process (1), (2) (i.e., a>„ = 0) it was determined that Xi = .88. A set of co„ for

m = 20 was constructed by the method suggested in section 2. Then the process

(1), (2), (3) was applied for 20 iterations (40 passes over the network). At the

end, the maximum error was damped by approximately 2.5 X 10~6. This reduc-

tion in error corresponded quite closely with the theoretical value. Hence we
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find that we have an improvement of a factor of about three for this two-dimen-

sional example. A factor of three can be very important when a long series of

problems is to be solved. However, we note that the method of symmetric succes-

sive overrelaxation requires storage for two iterates, T/'ö"+s) and F(2n), whereas

ordinary successive overrelaxation only requires storage for one.

A distribution of co„ similar to that chosen for the one-dimensional problem

was tried for the two-dimensional problem. Rapid convergence was not obtained

indicating that there are roots more or less evenly distributed between Xi and 0.

However the results obtained lead us to conjecture that there is an iteration proc-

ess of order ha even for the two dimensional problem. Label the corners of our

square a, b, c, d in a clockwise direction. Suppose that our equations are ordered

so that the first equation is centered at the meshpoint just interior to a, the last

just interior to c. When we apply a distribution of the co„ like that of section 3,

we find that we have rapid convergence at mesh-points along the line ac but slow

convergence (or even divergence) in the neighborhood of the corners b and d.

Let a —> c indicate that we pass over the network using the extrapolated Liebmann

method starting at a and ending at c, and similarly for other letter combinations.

(There are two ways of doing this but it should not make much difference which

we choose so long as we are consistent.) Starting with F(n) we obtain y'n+,) by

iterations a —> c, c —*a, b —> d, d —» b. Then we obtain F<n+0 from

It seems plausible that a choice of the co„ analogous to what was done for the

one-dimensional problem would give convergence of order zero for this process.

5. Suggestions for the Use of the New Method for Multi-dimensional Prob-

lems. It is supposed that the method here presented would be used mostly in

situations where we wish to solve a number of similar problems. In this case the

following procedure is suggested:

(1) For a typical problem obtain a and Xi by experimentation on a computer.

(2) Estimate Xi(max) for the series of problems.

(3) Determine m and the coy from Xi(max) so that rm is less than the desired

accuracy « to be obtained.

(4) Use the values of the coy obtained for the remaining problems.

Xi(max) should be chosen conservatively so that it is sure to be large enough

to cover all the cases treated. If Xi is chosen too small the new method becomes

inefficient, so that it is better to overestimate Xi. It is not believed that the new

method requires a very precise determination of a.

The new method is especially suited to a computer which has magnetic tapes

which read "backward" as well as "forward."

The new method will perhaps also be useful for the numerical solution|of

elliptic difference equations in cases where relaxation methods converge very

slowly; for example, for the equations of compressible fluid flow at Mach numbers

close to but less than one.

John W. Sheldon

Wilson Point

South Norwalk. Conn.
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Solutions of a Nonlinear Differential Equation
Arising in the Theory of Diffusion Flames

An extended theory of diffusion flames [1] leads to a nonlinear second order

differential equation, which is, in its non-dimensional form [2]:

v" =-v- (v + x + Xi — 1)
x + Xi

with the following two-point boundary conditions:

ö = 1— X\   at   x = 0

and
v —> 0   as   x —» oo.

This equation describes the reaction of sodium vapor diffusing into a halide, where

1 — Xi and K correspond effectively to a measure of the nozzle opening and the

chemical rate of reaction, respectively. The equation has been solved numerically,

with the aid of FERUT, to cover a wide range of experimental conditions. It

presented many difficulties of a practical nature, which could hardly have been

foreseen until considerable work had been done.

First of all, solutions for two cases, corresponding directly to specific experi-

ments, were carried out by hand, using the equation in its original form [1] and

employing Milne's method of integration. Each of these required nearly a month

of desk work by a proficient computer. One of them served as an independent

check for the FERUT programs.

In order to adapt the problem for automatic solution it was decided to work


